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NATIONAL STUNT CHAMPIONS CONDUCT DOG TRICK WORKSHOPS & 

HANDLERS HOST COMPETITION AT SUPER PET EXPO FEB. 8-10 IN EDISON  

 
 
Edison, N.J., January 4, 2018 –Visitors to the 19th 

Super Pet Expo are encouraged to bring their 
dogs to learn from stunt and trick champions Good Beasley and Following Felix, trained by 
owners Chrissy Joy and Chris McCauley respectively.  
 
They will perform at the largest pet shopping extravaganza on the east coast, February 8-10, 2019 
at the New Jersey Convention Center in Edison. The dogs will exhibit their skills February 9 and 
10.  Chewy.com featured the talented pooches on its 2018 holiday TV commercial. Both dogs have 
appeared in productions on Disney, Bravo and USA to name a few channels. 
 
On February 10 at 1:30 pm Joy and McCauley will host a Pet Talent Show Competition. 

Good Beasley, the National Stunt Dog Champion/Champion Trick Dog and Following Felix, also 
a stunt and trick champion, will use props including hoops, a small kitchen set with a fridge, trash 
can, houseplant, and more. The Bone-A-Fied Tricks Workshop covers “the basics of dog training” 
-- such as spin, paws up, sit pretty, unroll a blanket, and secret tips for the more challenging tricks 
“and how to build a better bond through positive reinforcement,” said Joy. 

At two trick workshops on Saturday Joy and McCauley will take dogs and their owners aside 
to teach them these skills. On Sunday at a showbiz workshop the trainers will focus on how to 
be successful on set. 

Visitors sign up for Sunday’s Bone-A-Fied Talent Show that day and take to the stage with their 
dog to show off tricks and/or stunts. All skill levels are welcome. Judges Joy and McCauley will 
choose 1st, 2nd, and 3rd places. “The talent show allows us to see possible talent for future casting 
calls we may receive for film/TV/commercial/print.” The talent division of BFF Pet Services, 
founded by McCauley where Good Beasley was trained, is the Bone-A-Fied Talent Group.  
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A fulltime trainer at BFF Pet Services, Joy said: “Teaching tricks can benefit any dog, providing 
confidence for the nervous minded and focus/concentration for the highly driven. If a dog is 
limited in physical ability, tricks offer an excellent outlet for exercise of body and mind.  I haven't 
met a dog yet who doesn't appreciate a fun trick followed by a toy, treat, or scratch on the head!”  

She continued: “Some dogs are better suited for certain tricks than others. Be aware of the props 
you are using - taking into account size, texture, and material. For example, you may not be able to 
teach advanced Frisbee tricks to a dog who doesn't care to run or catch - or perhaps has no interest 
in Frisbee at all.” 

Does giving treats to a dog help in training? Joy responded: “It's all about finding what your dog 
likes best. Tiny, calorie controlled treats are an excellent way to praise and reward a dog for 
carrying out a desired behavior. If a dog is toy motivated...toys are a great incentive too!” 

More than 2,000 dogs, cats and an occasional pony, parrot or iguana will visit the show along with 
20,000 pet lovers to enjoy the expertise of 200 exhibitors addressing pet adoption, pet care and 
health, grooming, food, and daycare.  An exceptional array of creative pet gifts, treats, fashion, 
grooming accessories and toys will be for sale.  

### 
 
Website:  Visit  https://www.superpetexpo.com/ 
Where:  New Jersey Convention Center, 97 Sunfield Avenue, Edison, NJ 08837 
Hours:   Friday Feb. 8, 3 p.m. - 8 p.m.; Saturday Feb. 9, 10 a.m. – 7 p.m.; Sunday, Feb.   
  10, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Tickets:  One Day Adult (12+) $13.00. One Day Child (4-11) $8.00. Weekend Pass   
  (Adult) $20.00. Weekend Pass (Child) $10.00. Kids 3 & Under Free (one per   
  adult). Some events require additional fees. Pets welcome; leashed pets    
  admitted free. [No retractable leashes]. 
Follow us:       Twitter:          @SuperPetExpo 
                         Instagram:      @superpetexpo    
                         Facebook:       www.facebook.com/SuperPetExpo/  
             
 


